UNITED is Responding In A Crisis.
During the COVID-19 pandemic Granite United Way and its network of agencies served as a community support, including:

- **$4 Million distributed** to individuals, families, and small businesses to help mitigate the impact of the pandemic on our local communities
- **800,000+ vaccinated** in partnership with State of New Hampshire, National Guard, Public Health Networks and Providers
- **9,000 students received support** to help them learn remotely and promote their mental well-being while in isolation

UNITED is Supporting Youth, Families & Economy.
Summer camps have been a part of Central New Hampshire’s landscape for over a century, a cherished tradition halted in 2020 because of COVID-19. The impact rippled throughout New Hampshire communities and beyond, as kids missed reconnecting with their peers, families went without a much-needed break, seasonal workers saw their jobs evaporate, and local businesses lost out on regular summer traffic.

This summer, Granite United Way collaborated with NH Department of Health & Human Services and the NH Camp Directors Association to ensure that our unvaccinated youth could safely attend overnight summer camps by supporting testing protocols across 100 camps. In the Central Region, 41 camps once again welcomed thousands of children, renewing the traditions of cannonball contests, fireside songs, canoe trips and mountain hikes – not to mention the impact these have on the mental, social and economic well-being of our residents and guests.

**INVEST IN YOUR COMMUNITY TODAY.**
**GIVE. ADVOCATE. VOLUNTEER. LIVE UNITED.**
To view our ever-evolving list of partners in this work, visit graniteuw.org